
customer story

How Surgent accelerated its 
Student Ambassador Program



For over 35 years, Surgent has been a trusted partner 

in helping accounting and finance professionals 

launch and lead successful careers. They proudly 

serve over 250,000 professionals, providing top-

rated exam reviews, continuing education, and skill-

building courses.

The Student Ambassador Program

Before Ambassify
Before implementing Ambassify, Surgent already had an active ambassador program. The 
previous program was based on on-site interactions and events they’d organize to manage and 
engage the students who joined the program. They would organize ambassador events regularly 
and from their booth, they’d distribute flyers about the ambassador program, and give ideas for 
actions they could do. 



Everything would be handled manually,  
both via email and in-person.



They really wanted to to centralize all 

communication with the student 

ambassadors and boost student activities.

Dorothy Griffin, Senior Sales Operations Coordinator: “With Ambassify, 

we are able to track our Ambassadors’ performance easily by the point 

system assigned to each campaign which is geared to their required 

tasks.”

The Goal
The main goals of the Student Ambassador program are two:

The Switch
It became clear for them that they needed a new way to manage the program, track engagement, distribute 

tasks and rewards to the student ambassadors, and be in touch with them. 

Boosting their brand by using their student ambassadors to put it in the spotlight 

and enhance it together

Increase the engagement and involvement of their students by asking for their 

input and opinions on different matters and engaging with them regularly.

The Surgent Marketing team discovered Ambassify and thought it would benefit the program and address 

tracking the progress and activity of the ambassadors.



More specifically, Surgent was looking for a way to engage with students more proactively. Ambassify is 

now providing them with a centralized platform that helps them engage with the students in a more fun 

and interactive way. This also allows them to take communication far beyond emails to manage the 

program in a smarter and automated way.



On top of that, Ambassify also offers the gamification and rewards system that helps Surgent set up their 

personalized recognition system to reward ambassadors for their interactions. 

Points can be configured individually for every campaign; whenever a member interacts with that 

campaign, they gain those points. Based on the total number of points, ambassadors are ranked on a 

leaderboard, and they can use those points to claim rewards from the library.



Surgent has configured several rewards as both a recognition and an incentive for students to be active in 

the community. For example, they added

 Amazon gift card

 Surgent notebook

 Store-specific gift cards

The Gamification System

The gamification settings within Ambassify are fully customizable, including a point 

system, a leaderboard, and a rewarding library. 



General Strategy for Ambassadors
The engagement strategy for the ambassadors relies primarily on two main points: promoting brand 

awareness and collecting referrals. 

Surgent also provides its students with a vast content 

library they could download and share with their 

connections, feedback-gathering tasks to contribute 

opinions, ideas, and articles and content to share 

directly on social media.

Dorothy Griffin, Senior Sales Operations Coordinator: “The social share 

is the most helpful campaign type we use. It makes it so easy to create 

campaigns that allow our students to post and share our content.”

To establish two-way communication with the 

students. Surgent activated the comments & replies 

feature on the Ambassify platform and the related 

workflow: this allows students to leave comments on 

campaigns and admins to receive a notification every 

time a new comment is posted, and reply immediately. 

64%
Surgent often relies on the mobile app, which became the 
preferred medium of communication and access to the 
community: 64% of the student ambassadors downloaded and 
are most active through the Ambassify mobile app.



Campaign types
Surgent uses several campaigns within Ambassify, with the overall goal of promoting brand awareness 

and collecting referrals from students to expand the student ambassador program.

They provide students with materials they 

can  and hand out around their 

schools (posters, flyers…) and then ask 

them to submit a photo as proof.

download

They ask for  on what kind of 

content they would need to advocate for 

Surgent on campus.

feedback

They ask students to fill in  to 

recruit fellow students into the program or 

share the campaign online.

 referral forms



They ask students to take and  

on social media with the Surgent-branded 

gadgets and merch they received.

post a photo

They share exam tips to prepare for an 

exam: ambassadors can  a flyer 

with tips and share it with fellow students.

download

They ask student ambassadors to 

announcements and posts on social media.

re-share 

Want to find out how Ambassify can be tailored to 
your needs?

Get in touch

https://www.ambassify.com/demo-options/schedule-a-1-on-1-demo-of-the-ambassify-platform?utm_source=surgent-use-case&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=book-demo

